
Subject: TOS, VOY, and ENT removed from Netflix
Posted by Anonymous on Tue, 05 Oct 2021 20:58:26 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Originally posted by: superkuh

I don't personally use streaming services but many of those I'm doing my 
TOS rewatch with this year are. That was cut short in the tail end of 
season 2 last week by CBS/Paramount+ decided they would no longer lease 
TOS, VOY, or ENT to Netflix. From now on they are only available on 
CBS's own streaming service, Paramount+.

Streaming sure does suck. It gets people dependent upon it then it gets 
worse or raises the price or both.

Luckily for my TOS re-watch group I torrented TOS and stored the 
episodes on disk. So now I just upload an episode to my server for 
everyone to download every sunday.

Thanks CBS. You're doing a great job pushing people back to piracy.

Subject: Re: TOS, VOY, and ENT removed from Netflix
Posted by Anonymous on Fri, 04 Mar 2022 05:37:27 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Originally posted by: superkuh

Looks like Netflix is removing TNG now too.

 https://redshirtsalwaysdie.com/2022/03/03/star-trek-the-next
-generation-leaving-netflix-in-april-2022/

 >Star Trek: The Next Generation will be packing up all seven seasons 
and departing Netflix in April 2022, according to Whats On Netflix. This 
puts the popuar sci-fi drama exclusively on Paramount Plus just like the 
others that have already left Netflix. The Animated Series left in 
December 2019. Almost one year later, in October 2021, the Original 
Series, Star Trek: Enterprise, and Star Trek: Voyager were removed from 
the streaming channel.

Subject: Re: TOS, VOY, and ENT removed from Netflix
Posted by Anonymous on Fri, 04 Mar 2022 10:07:23 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Originally posted by: Daniel65
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superkuh wrote on 4/3/22 4:37 pm:
>  Looks like Netflix is removing TNG now too.
>  
>   https://redshirtsalwaysdie.com/2022/03/03/star-trek-the-next
-generation-leaving-netflix-in-april-2022/ 
>  
>  
>> Star Trek: The Next Generation will be packing up all seven seasons 
>  and departing Netflix in April 2022, according to Whats On Netflix. This 
>  puts the popuar sci-fi drama exclusively on Paramount Plus just like the 
>  others that have already left Netflix. The Animated Series left in 
>  December 2019. Almost one year later, in October 2021, the Original 
>  Series, Star Trek: Enterprise, and Star Trek: Voyager were removed from 
>  the streaming channel.

One of the Free-to-Air networks has been broadcasting ST:TOS, ST:TNG, 
St:Voy and St:ENT over and over, five or ten eps per week, for YEARS.

But I can't recall the last time I saw any ST:DS9. Is this series not 
really considered part of the ST Universe?? Because it was set on a 
Space Station rather than an actual Space Ship, maybe!!
-- 
Daniel

Subject: Re: TOS, VOY, and ENT removed from Netflix
Posted by Anonymous on Sat, 05 Mar 2022 07:04:28 GMT
View Forum Message <> Reply to Message

Originally posted by: ant

Daniel65 <daniel47@eternal-september.org> wrote:
>  superkuh wrote on 4/3/22 4:37 pm:
>>  Looks like Netflix is removing TNG now too.
>>  
>>   https://redshirtsalwaysdie.com/2022/03/03/star-trek-the-next
-generation-leaving-netflix-in-april-2022/ 
>>  
>>  
>>> Star Trek: The Next Generation will be packing up all seven seasons 
>>  and departing Netflix in April 2022, according to Whats On Netflix. This 
>>  puts the popuar sci-fi drama exclusively on Paramount Plus just like the 
>>  others that have already left Netflix. The Animated Series left in 
>>  December 2019. Almost one year later, in October 2021, the Original 
>>  Series, Star Trek: Enterprise, and Star Trek: Voyager were removed from 
>>  the streaming channel.
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>  One of the Free-to-Air networks has been broadcasting ST:TOS, ST:TNG, 
>  St:Voy and St:ENT over and over, five or ten eps per week, for YEARS.

>  But I can't recall the last time I saw any ST:DS9. Is this series not 
>  really considered part of the ST Universe?? Because it was set on a 
>  Space Station rather than an actual Space Ship, maybe!!

Yep, P+ wants 2 host & show all 4 $. Look at Disney with its Star Wars, 
Marvel, etc. Same idea. :(

-- 
Picard, winter, and Paralympics (good opening ceremony) are back again. A surprisingly quiet
Thursday to catch up and watch videos after the slammy hump day (passed out after 10:03 PM
PST to unlucky ~4:44 AM PST).
Note: A fixed width font (Courier, Monospace, etc.) is required to see this signature correctly.
  /\___/\   Ant(Dude) @ http://aqfl.net & http://antfarm.home.dhs.org.
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